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Alltainer has received an order for ongoing delivery from Mountain Container in
Montana, USA for the delivery of office containers. The value of all coming
deliveries under this agreement that Mountain Container has commited to buy
will be no less than 5,15 Million USD. Initially Alltainer has received a testorder,
which will be following by batch orders worth minimum 180 000 USD until the
agreement has been fullfilled. Mountain Container is a major player in the
container trading business in the northwestern United States and is also a
supplier of new containers to Alltainer in Vietnam. The agreement has been
entered into between Alltainer and Mountain Container. Alltainer's exclusive
dealer in the United States have accepted the agreement. The first test delivery
will take place within the next few weeks.

CEO Jakob Kesje comments:

“I am happy to announce this order, which will secure a base for the business, on which we can
build from. It is no news that the market for new containers and sea freight is currently difficult
and that deliveries are significantly delayed. Of course, this also creates uncertainty about
prices for materials and shipping that affect our customers' decision-making process. A
decision-making process that is already influences heavily by the current pandemic. Therefore,
it is extra helpful that Mountain Container is the customer for this ongoing order, since they
have good insight and resources in container trade, container transport and with that can
contribute positively to our production flow.”says CEO of Alltainer AB Jakob Kesje.

For further information, please contact:

Jakob Kesje – CEO

Telephone +46 763-11 19 11

E-mail: jk@alltainer.com

This information Alltainer AB is obliged to publish in accordance with the EU Market Abuse
Regulation. The information was submitted, through the care of the above contact person, for
publication on April 20, 2021.

About Alltainer

Alltainer manufactures, markets and sells modified sea containers, mainly modified for living,
sanitation or event use or other purposes that customers request. The production is based on
new sea containers that are modified according to the customer's specifications in the
company's production facility in Vietnam. Sales take place primarily through sales channels in
the American market, but also in Sweden and the rest of Europe.
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